Simulation of 'stationary' SAP and SEP phenomena by 2-dimensional potential field modelling.
In order to model the distribution of potentials in the hand due to antidromic SAP propagation and in the body due to afferent conduction of the median nerve volley, 2-dimensional matrices of the appropriate shape were constructed, each containing a 'generator' consisting of up to 3 'source' and 3 'sink' points. The value of the field potential at other sites was calculated using a finite difference method. It was shown that the potential gradient is virtually zero in matrix zones which are separated from the region containing the generator by a constriction in the boundary of the conductor. Points on the far side of the constriction remain virtually equipotential, at a level determined by the potential at the junction. This is naturally influenced by the proximity of the generator, so that as the generator approaches the constriction a potential difference will develop between points on the far side, irrespective of their distance from the junction, and other remote parts of the matrix. In the context of human SAPs and SEPs, such factors may be of paramount importance in the generation of so-called 'stationary' or 'far-field' potentials. With additional postulates concerning the manner in which the SAP is attenuated by the termination of axons as it propagates through the hand, and the course taken by the median nerve volley between the arm and neck, it was possible to model the majority of stationary SAP phenomena described by Kimura et al. (1984), and also the distribution and latency of the P9 SEP component following median nerve stimulation.